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Industry Analysis:
• We conducted a drive-time analysis with competitors within a 10- and 20-
minute drive of downtown Seattle
• Map 3 shows that there are 13 bookstores
• Map 4 shows that there are 476 coffee shops
• The area is heavy with coffee shops, but less so with bookstores
• There are very few locations with these two concepts together
Location Overview:
• Map 1 shows a drive from north Seattle (Kerry Park) to south 
Seattle (Chinatown), while traveling through downtown, on a 
Saturday afternoon at 3pm
• Blue lines show free flowing traffic, orange lines shows light 
to medium traffic, and red lines show heavy traffic
• Table 1 shows that the best neighborhoods in Seattle for 
young professionals are very close to downtown, which is 
where most of the used bookstores and coffee shops are 
located
Customer Analysis:
• Map 2 shows the segments of Uptown 
Individuals, which is the majority 
tapestry segment of the entire Seattle, 
WA area
• However, when examining the downtown 
zip codes based on Map 1, our traffic 
analysis, Metro Renters was one of the 
most prevalent segment, which is 
detailed in graphic 1
• These people spend more than US 
average in all categories
• These individuals are usually younger 
college going customers
• Socializing with this group is extremely 
important
• Median Age: 32.5
• Median Household Income: $67,000
Site Selection:
• Based off the location overview and customer 
analysis, a coffee shop/used bookstore would be 
success in the Seattle, WA area because...
• Our target customers, young professionals, live 
near downtown and the drive time for them is 
not long in order for them to get downtown
• And Seattleites are interested in coffee, but 
there is an untapped market of joint coffee 
shops and used bookstores
• There will be competition from coffee shops and 
used bookstores that are separated, but there 
aren't many joint coffee shops/used bookstores
Map 1: Traffic Analysis
Map 4: 10-20 Minute Drive-Time for Coffee Shops
Neighborhood Distance from Downtown
Capitol Hill 10 minutes




Table 1: Best Neighborhoods for Young Professionals
Graphic 1: Customer Segment- Metro Renters
Map 3: 10-20 Minute Drive-Time for Bookstores
Map 2: 2020 Dominant Tapestry Segments: 
Uptown Individuals
